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What is Art?



HISTORY OF ART - ML Topics

WEEK 2

MONDAY Post-Impressionism & Expressionism
Cezanne & Munch

ML Note OR Artwork

TUESDAY Cubism & Surrealism ML Note OR Artwork

WEDNESDAY Abstract Expressionism & Pop Art ML Note OR Artwork

THURSDAY Postmodernism to contemporary ML Note OR Artwork

FRIDAY Catch up & choosing artist for individual research Choosing artist to research
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20th Century painting (1900’s onwards)

Rapid change in this century is reflected in 
the artistic expression. Artists not content to 
pursue the realistic representation of the 
Renaissance.

● Experimental
● Shocking people
● Emotional and psychological ideas
● Many movements; not isolated in one 

country



CUBISM C.1907-1927

Cubism began with Cezanne’s ideas 
that all shapes in nature were based 
on cylinders and cubes. This idea 
was carried further, as if objects could 
be seen from different points of view. 

Reaction against the established way 
of looking at things; to bring order and 
construction back into art through the 
reduction of all natural forms. 



CUBISM C.1907-1927
Deconstructing and reconstructing and 
reorganising the forms. 

Sacrifices colour to form.

Introduced collage material into works.

Still life and portraiture were popular 
topics



PICASSO 1881-1973
His father was an artist

Picasso mastered drawing techniques by 
14 years. Father came home to see 
himself in a portrait and gave his son his 
paint set, never to paint again. 

Barcelona School of Fine Arts had a difficult entrance exam which often took a 
month to complete; Picasso took it in one day and was admitted to the advanced 
classes. 



Picasso’s main phases (throughout his 93 year life): 

● Blue period – melancholic
● Rose period - Romantic
● Cubism
● Neo-Classicalism
● Surrealism
● Stain-glass style
● Expressionist style
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Les Demoiselles d’Avignon, 1907

● At 25 he became interested in 
traditional African Art

● Shocked the art world; critics, 
dealers, and friends

● Rejected the western ideals of 
beauty

● Beginning of Cubism



Accordionist, 1911
● Shapes move forward and backwards in a narrow 

space as if a relief carving

● “I paint objects as I think them, not as I see them.”



Renaissance perspective was concerned with reality - a viewpoint from on 
particular space. Picasso felt this was not the only reality. What we see when we 
look at a cup is not necessarily all that we know about the cup; it’s circular base, 
internal space … things that aren’t apparent from that view. Picasso introduced 
multiple views.

… try drawing a cup cubist style.



Bottle of Vieux Marc, Glass, Guitar and Newspaper, 1913

● Picasso experimented with 
collage to create textures. 
Collage



In 1925, Picasso exhibited with the surrealists. He became interested in the 
political unrest in Europe during the 30’s.



Guernica, 1937



● Reacting to the bombing of hre Spanish village - aerial attack in the 1930’s
● General Franco allowed Hitler to show his military power on the ancient town
● Guernica was not an important military target. It was purely and experimental mass bombing which killed most of its inhabitants. Leveled 15 square 

block city centre. It was market day. 100’s of people lost their lives - many sprayed with machine gun firing as they fled the city.
● Picasso refused to live in Spain after the civil war and would not allow his painting to be shown there while the General Franco was in power.
● 3.6 x 7.5m Black and White
● During the 40’s, when working in France, which had been occupied by the Nazie, a group of German soldiers cam to his door with a small copy of 

Guernica. They said “did you do this?” He replied: “No, you did.” Unfortunately, this aerial bombing continued and became common on both sides.



Guernica, 1937





SURREALISM 1924-1939

“Super realism” or “beyond realism” - exploring the odd 
and irrational

In the first decades of the twentieth century, the theories 
of the Austrian Sigmund Freud were becoming widely 
known, encouraging a growing interest on the way our 
subconscious mind, dreams, and fantasies control our 
behaviour.

Studied Freud’s writings; Freud did not approve of the 
surrealist, although softened to their approach as time 
went on.



SURREALISM 1924-1939

The surrealists in Paris experimented 
with the new techniques of discovering 
images hidden in the subconscious, such 
as doodling and Freud’s “free 
association”

Aimed to make the unconscious mind 
visible.

André Masson. Automatic Drawing. (1924).



SURREALISM 1924-1939
Dreamlike-irrational combinations 
of unrelated images

Treated realistically, to give 
meaning to the apparition. 

Photographic quality - realistic

Used more traditional methods



Salvador DALI (1904-1989) Spanish
Worked in many media - painting, jewelry, film, and 
writing.

Expelled from art school in 1926 for extravagant 
behaviour.

A show man (turned up at the London surrealist 
exhibition wearing a diver’s suit.)

Minute detail and traditional realism.



Metamorphosis of Narcissus, 1937



The Persistence of Memory, 1931
What do you see? What does it 
mean?



St John of the Cross, 1951



Dali was often seen as mad and much controversy over his work.

“The only difference between a madman 
and myself is that I am not mad.”



TASK FOR THE DAY
Write a summary of Cubism / Surrealism

○ With detailed reference of Picasso or Dali

○ Reference at least one of their artworks in your discussion

OR

Create a reproduction of artwork by Cubism or Surrealism

○ Any medium

○ A5 – A4



A brief look at a few other 
Cubist and Surrealist artists 



George BRAQUE (1882-1963) (brark) French

Concentrated on Cubism, unlike Picasso whose 
style changed frequently. Common objects such 
as vases, jugs, musical instruments, lettering, 
and music. Concerned with placement, texture 
on a flat background



Fernand LEGER (1881-1955) (lee zhee) French
Sculpture, painter, & film maker

Sharply defined forms based on 
cylinders, cubes, cones, and 
spheres.



Umberto BOCCIONI, (1862- 1912)
• Italian

• Involved with the 
Futurist movement



Paul KLEE (1879-1940)
From Switzerland / lived in Germany

He tapped into his unconsciousness

Klee painted and drew about 10,000 
artworks

Rather than paint things as they look in 
everyday life, Klee was inspired by the word 
of dreams and though, imagination and wit

Influenced by Steiner’s concepts

Loved to paint with colour and making 
shapes - much of his work is made up of the 
abstract designs. 



Franz MARC (1880-1916)
German

Believed people were unduly influenced by 
materialism, therefore, for art to remove people 
from materialism they felt it must first shed its 
own materialism (ie. use of naturalistic form). 

Marc was searching for spirituality through 
nature. He felt animals lived in harmony with 
nature; they were unspoilt. 

Influenced by Steiner concepts



Kathe KOLLWITZ (1867-1945) (kah-the kohl-vits)
Kollwitz created art which expresses a 
strong point of view - social commentary 
- to protest against the tragic plight of the 
poor and WW1

Showing strength of the poor & beauty of 
the human spirit during the horrors of 
war.

All work drew from experience

Son died in WW1, Grandson died in 
WW2



Rene MAGRITTE (1898-1967)
Belgium 

Different to other surrealists 
because he wasn’t 
concerned about painting 
dreams but rather making 
statements about reality. He 
shuffled reality - a window 
inside a window almost 
makes sense



James GLEESON (1915-2008) Australian

Dedicated to surrealism

His artistic heroes were 
old masters like 
Michelangelo, Goya, and 
Turner

Interested in Jungian 
archetypes



Jeffery SMART (1921-2013) Australian

Born in Adelaide

Known for his cityscapes




